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abstract
In project implementation by the Centre for management of technical, environmental and humane risks research for permanent development of production and products in machinery industry, specifically for the activity 3.2. Which deals with automation and robotization of production systems, the main target is increasing degree of automation with focus on intelligent manipulation on 3D basis. This target is being applied by large scale use of robots for various manipulation and technological application. The solution is based on two camera sensors which enable intelligent manipulation on 3D basis. For this purpose a sensor and software for object recognition have been specified. The solution will be applied and verified on KUKA robot for "pick and place" cases.
introduction
The development in the field of production system equipment is being transferred from classical sensor components to robots equipped by 3D camera systems. The main reason is that classic approaches are not sufficient enough to meet new demands with regard to manipulation, picking or certain parameters measuring. At present the camera sensors are an important part of robot equipment for improving its peripheral abilities. Nowadays the research is based on 3D vision as well as creating three-dimensional model by one of the industries which represent the main trend in robotics [1] .
In case there are at least two sensors of video signal (camera) available, it is possible to create threedimensional picture of an object. By determining position of particular objects in every signal source and by matching results we will get exact geometrical concept of the object and its properties [9] . Pursuant to that we can transfer reference plane in arbitrary distance in horizontal direction x and at this place we are able to measure corresponding displacement value (in pixels). By means of the following calculation the exact distance between the sensor and the object will be determined. Under the condition that two of co-ordinal axes will be preserved, e.g. vertical y-axis and z-axis.
Methods of 3d vision
The basic geometrical principle of 3D scanning vision is shown on Fig. 1 . It consists from two camera sensors placed side by side. The object before them is captured and digitized. The orientations of captured object are intersecting and their axes of vision are parallel [2] . Distance between camera sensor and target can be calculating through the distance ratio between cameras (b) and reference plane from the camera (r) to absolute difference between measured displacement (a) and (c). Then:
Using the images from the camera sensor and
through the various functions needed for processing is 3D vision of object clearly defined. This data are further processed to control the robot system. The properties that are essential for recognizing of the image resolution of obtained image, frame rate per seconds and stability information about intensity and colors are taken into considerations. Accordingly, the 3D dimensional vision is distinguished into two ways. 1. Using of two 2D camera sensors 2. Using of 3D camera 2.1 Using of two 2D camera sensors
To be able to obtain sufficiently precise data it is necessary to calibrate both camera sensors. The internal camera sensors parameters (calibration matrix, coefficients of distortion) and external (mutual position and orientation of both camera sensors) are determinates at calibration [3] .
Positions of 3D points are calculating from location of points in both cameras through epipolar geometry. The geometry which is deal with relationships between scanned pictures in both camera sensors is called epipolar geometry.
For obtaining three dimensional position of points it is appropriate to transform the images so that pairs of corresponds points have the same y-coordinate. Then we only need assign selected point that corresponds in second camera sensor line and it is not necessary to search whole image. It is advisable to processed the image before recognition because this procedure of recognition is simpler [10] . Some of the negative characteristics of images obtained from camera sensors (see Figure 2) are also removed during preprocessing. 
Using of 3D camera
The object is scanned at the workplace with 3D camera sensor and image data obtained from the transformation is applied to adjust the image so that it is decomposable [4] . Individual parameters will be searched in distributed status, and also will be determined the characteristics of the subject. Position of points, which indicates the object is obtained after their detection.
Three dimensional locations of points (see Figure 3) can be calculated based on image recognition through industrial 3D camera sensor with two lenses. This information can be used for measuring of dimensions, thickness, position and orientation.
The correction of formed distortion from camera sensor lens and image distortion can be eliminated by measuring the image distortion and than correcting of image. Corrections transformed into Cartesian space and geometrical dependings between object and camera sensor are calculated through calibration. This is very important issue, especially in the field of robotics. Calibration is necessary for every measurement of 3D vision. With comparison of scanned object and CAD model we can accurately determine the position and orientation of any object through 3D vision sensor.
intelligent handling with robot KUKa
Using a camera sensor mounted directly on the KUKA robot and adjustable light intensity we can functionally works in the full six axes of freedom in 3D. The robot is programmed to place a camera sensor and adapt lighting to the achievement of optimal image capture. Developed software processes the image and sends it via Ethernet directly to the robot control system [5] . This approach to visual processing brings the benefit especially in the smart handling of parts, which eliminates the need of storage the components in a specified position which in the final sum significantly reduces work times.
On Fig. 4 is shown the proposed principle of intelligent manipulation of the parts that are chaotically arranged in a stack of pallets. With the camera sensor is image captured and further evaluated. Image recognition of components is needed mainly to smooth hold with effector and also for handling to the conveyor belt. Figure 5 shows the principle of intelligent manipulation on the basis of classification of components into the prepared container of pallets. Vision sensor located on the end members of the robot evaluates the movement of parts on conveyor belt in regular intervals. The next step is to determine the spatial coordinates of part, which is located closest to the conveyor and is determined to move to the stack of pallets [6] . Figure 6 shows the classification of different types of components on the conveyor and their storage into the prepared container of pallets. The camera sensor evaluates the image, rotation and position of individual components depending on time. The followed step is picking a particular component and its manipulation with respect to a specific location in the stack of pallets. 
control algorithm
The principle of decision -making algorithm for griping the parts (shown on Fig. 7 ) is based on a nearest components that can be grasped [7] . Therefore applies: IF N = 1 gto the components that are closest to the end effector • • N = K gfor component, which is furthest from the end effector; (1; number of components in a stack) 3D vision algorithm is in terms of managing distributed into two main categories. The first approach is based on the use of the target object image transmission properties from a camera sensor and 3D space is than calculated using the direct method of determining errors of transmitted signal. Signal errors are used as the basis for calculating the control signals which are expression for the control and movement of robot.
The second approach is to control a robot with camera sensor based on calculation of spatial relationships between coordinate system of camera sensor and the target coordinate system of the object [8] .
The transfer of information between Kuka robot and 3D vision system F150
Communication between Kuka robot and F 150 vision system is realized through the channel RS 232C. In this case the serial interface must be configured for communication through CREAD / WRITE by Fig. 8 . To achieve this goal it is necessary to perform the following steps: 1. assign a serial communication channel to the operating system 2. configure the serial communication channel, where it is necessary to select the transition process 3. configure the transition process 4. perform a cold restart of control systém of a robot
The serial interface must be assigned to the VxWorks operating system in order to transfer data were used through CREAD/CWRITE. For KSS 5. 
conclusion
Implementation of the 3D camera system allows us to obtain three -dimensionally oriented information's about objects and relations between the vision sensor and given object. For the proposal of 3D camera system will be used a control system based on TCP / IP and for data processing, image and calculations will be used a powerful computer. The security of camera system communication and whole control of computer is converted using the control module for Ethernet F150-C10E-2, the camera sensor will be mounted on the end effector of the robot. A specific sensor resolution is 512 x 484 pixels with sixteen frames per seconds.
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